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BIRD FLU: the Next Pandemic?
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

As news of the COVID pandemic winds down around the world, we’re suddenly seeing warnings of

another pandemic brewing — bird ?u, aka avian in?uenza (H5N1). In a March 30, 2022, CenterPoint

interview, former Director for the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Dr. Robert

RedReld, stated:

“I believe the great pandemic still in the future, and that’s going to be a bird 9u pandemic

for man. It’s going to have signi;cant mortality in the 10 to 50% range. It’s going to be

trouble.”

Anyone who knows a little about bird ?u is likely to wonder where RedReld and other “experts” are

getting their predictions from, as natural bird ?u is notoriously harmless to humans.

In early April 2022, news of a highly pathogenic bird ?u ripping through chicken and turkey ?ocks in

the U.S., triggering the slaughter of millions of these animals, was reported.  Historically, however,

the bird ?u has never posed a threat to mankind — that is until scientists started tinkering with it,

creating a hybrid with human pandemic potential.

Natural Bird Flu Has Never Posed a Human Threat

As reported by Alexis Baden-Mayer, political director for the Organic Consumers Association:

“H5N1 kills more than half of the people who get it, but H5N1 has circled the globe for

decades and there have only ever been 860 human infections worldwide ...

H5N1 isn’t transmitted person-to-person  ... There are no food safety risks associated with

H5N1. If farm workers and meat packers don’t get bird 9u in ;lthy factory farms or

slaughterhouses, it’s no surprise the rest of us don’t get bird 9u from eating raw eggs or

handling raw chicken.”

Despite that, the U.S. and other countries have already started stockpiling H5N1 vaccine, and the

H5N1 vaccine Audenz is being marketed “for 2022.”  The approval for this vaccine was granted by

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration in January 2020, followed by a supplemental approval in

2021. As if on cue, the Rrst-ever H5N1-positive case was identiRed in the U.S. at the end of April

2022.

Bird Flu Has Already Been Weaponized

By the looks of it, the only way a human bird ?u would appear would be if it was created, and

wouldn’t you know it, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Director of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID) has funded gain of function research with the intention to make H5N1

transmissible to humans, as has global vaccine proRteer Bill Gates, Baden-Mayer notes.

Some of that research has been undertaken in Pentagon-funded biolabs in Ukraine.  For more

details on this, be sure to read Baden-Mayer’s extensive article.  Not surprisingly, Gates has

warned that another pandemic will emerge — something other than coronavirus — and that this yet-

to-come pandemic “will get attention this time.”

In the featured video, Christian Westbrook, aka the Ice Age Farmer,  details Gates’ funding of Dr.

Yoshihiro Kawaoka in Wisconsin, to identify mutations in various bird ?u viruses that might have

pandemic potential. Fauci has also funded Kawaoka’s work since 1990.

In one experiment, Kawaoka mixed bird ?u virus with the Spanish ?u virus, resulting in a highly

lethal respiratory virus with human transmission capability. Kawaoka has also played around with

mixtures of H5N1 and the 2009 H1N1 (swine ?u) virus, creating an airborne hybrid  capable of

completely evading the human immune system, effectively rendering humans defenseless against

it.  On a side note, this extremely risky research was done at a biosafety level 2 lab!

“ The bird flu has been manipulated and tinkered
with in a variety of different ways, making it both
airborne (which it was not initially) and capable of
cross-species infection.”

Around the same time, another team of Dutch researchers, led by virologist Ron Fouchier, also

created an airborne version of the bird ?u, using a combination of genetic engineering and serial

infection of ferrets.  Fouchier’s work was also funded by Fauci.

So, the bird ?u has been manipulated and tinkered with in a variety of different ways, making it both

airborne (which it was not initially) and capable of cross-species infection.

A decade ago, the work of Kawaoka and others sparked widespread concern about gain of function

research, as it was readily recognized that it could accidentally CAUSE a human pandemic.  As a

result, the U.S. government in 2014 issued a temporary ban on gain of function research on certain

viruses, which remained in place until December 2017.

We’ve recently discovered that this ban was circumvented by Fauci, who continued to fund gain of

function research on coronaviruses in China during those years. And, today, it looks as though

weaponized bird ?u might eventually be intentionally released to achieve the geopolitical aims of

the technocratic elite, to which Gates belongs.

A Ploy to Force-Eliminate Meat Consumption?

Westbrook (the Ice Age Farmer), suspects weaponized bird ?u may be released to usher in The

Great Reset and Fourth Industrial Revolution, which includes the elimination of traditional farming

and meat consumption in favor of patented lab-created “foods.”

Indeed, millions of poultry are currently being culled in the name of food safety, and deer — a

popular food among hunters — are being targeted for COVID vaccination to prevent cross-species

transfer of a mutated virus.  Not surprisingly, the test being used to identify these outbreaks is

the fraudulent PCR test that allowed for the fabrication of COVID “cases.”

In early April 2022, North Carolina chick sellers were told they will not even be permitted to

restock.  They’re allowed to sell the chicks they already have on hand, but that’s it. How long that

restriction is supposed to remain in place is unclear, but the way things are going, it may well be

permanent.

Jacob Thompson of Wine Press News also believes bird ?u is being used as a convenient excuse to

rid the market of natural beef and poultry:

“... did you catch that little subtle in9uence and propaganda of COVID in animals

transmitting to us? It is becoming clearer that that is where the narrative is heading ... The

wicked handlers need to get the masses off of meats, and so, the ‘solution’ will be to

arti;cially kill them off, vaccinate them to death, and mandate it be taken off the shelves.”

Controlled Demolition of the Protein Supply

As noted by Westbrook, we now have mainstream media warning we may one day soon face “an

apocalyptic bird ?u” capable of wiping out half the world’s population. Meanwhile, Gates and others

have funded the creation of just such a pathogen for the last 15 years, and the U.S. Department of

Defense has funded research to Rgure out how to attach viruses to migratory birds.

Yet we’re being indoctrinated to believe that lethal human bird ?u, if it does emerge, did so through

natural evolution. Don’t be fooled. To quote Westbrook, what we’re looking at is “a controlled

demolition of the protein supply.” There’s nothing accidental or natural about it.

Fertilizer shortages are also having a devastating impact on our food supply by limiting the amount

of corn and soy that can be planted this year, and these shortages in turn mean farmers cannot

feed their livestock, including chickens, so egg shortages are now looming on the horizon as well.

If you still struggle to put the puzzle pieces of manufactured food scarcity, famine and The Great

Reset together, just consider how easy it will be for the global cabal to control populations when

they’re starving to death. In a global famine, they can then present themselves as the “saviors” and

hand out digital IDs that will allow you to collect a ration of processed food.

Of course, that digital ID will also function as a vaccine passport, so to get your food you’ll have to

take whatever vaccine they tell you to, and it will be connected to a centrally controlled

programmable currency that can be conRscated if you fail to comply. The end game is simply to

create such widespread calamity that the people of the world willingly surrender all rights and

freedoms.

Past Bird Flu Hoaxes

In 2005, President George Bush and U.S. ogcials warned bird ?u would kill 2 million Americans and

150 million globally. It was a ridiculous threat that never materialized, but it did further the

bioweapons industrial complex. Gain of function research was funded to the tune of billions of

dollars and justiRed as “necessary” for the development of vaccines.

However, it was really a dual use program to create bioweapons that could then enrich Big Pharma.

In 2006, I became so convinced by the evidence AGAINST the possibility of a bird ?u pandemic that

I wrote the book “The Great Bird Flu Hoax,” detailing the massive fraud involved. The book went on

to become a New York Times bestseller. In it, I explained how:

Multinational drug companies and food corporations pour billions into manipulating your

perception of health and the daily news, just to increase their proRts, and the health threats

(and ethics breaches) they are really responsible for.

Scientists are bought by drug companies and other big business to report whatever "research

Rndings" they have been paid to report.

Government is more than just complicit — it actively works with the drug companies and other

stalwarts of the conventional health care paradigm, and are directly responsible for raising

false alarms in order to draw your attention away from the real public health and safety issues

they perpetuate.

In the years since, threats of a bird ?u (or swine ?u) pandemic have emerged several times, yet the

outcome is always the same: Nothing. In 2009, pandemic experts used fear to hype the swine ?u,

causing millions to roll up their sleeves for the fast-tracked 2009 H1N1 vaccine.

It was exceptionally reactive, harming far more people than the virus itself. (Still, the injuries from

the H1N1 vaccine are a drop in the bucket compared to the injuries caused by the experimental

mRNA COVID shots.)

In 2013, mutated bird ?u was back again, with the World Health Organization calling it “one of the

most lethal” strains. But while it reportedly killed 22 in China, researchers could Rnd no evidence of

sustained transmission between people, which is a prerequisite for a pandemic ?u virus. In the end,

the pandemic narrative went nowhere.

May 6, 2022, I was contacted by Associated Press reporter David Klepper, who asked whether I still

feel the avian ?u was a hoax, (based on my NYT bestselling book “The Great Bird Flu Hoax”) and

whether I’ve changed my mind about the possibility of a human bird ?u pandemic, in light of our

recent experience with COVID-19 and the current outbreaks in poultry. The short answer is no, I

have not.

Bird ?u is heavily present in the U.S., and millions of birds are currently being culled, but the natural

virus is not very transmissible or lethal to humans. If we do end up with a lethal human bird ?u,

there’s every reason to suspect it was manmade. There’s also every reason to suspect a bird ?u

vaccine will be either ineffective, hazardous or both. As I told Klepper in my emailed response:

“The truth is dangerous in an empire of lies ... The NIH and FDA are both responsible for

the development and leak of this virus [SARS-CoV-2], as well as failing to provide basic and

inexpensive information that would have saved people’s lives.

A two-dose injection of genetic code was promised to be 95% effective at stopping

transmission of the virus, yet today four doses completely fail at preventing anyone from

getting or spreading COVID-19 ... Americans clearly understand that the federal

government and major media have lied to them repeatedly, and are completely corrupted by

the pharmaceutical companies.

The federal government has completely failed the American people and has continued to

lie about gain of function research. Hundreds of bioweapons laboratories are operating

around the world, and US researchers are collaborating with them utilizing NIH taxpayer

funds.

They are jeopardizing millions of lives while enriching themselves and the pharmaceutical

companies. Vaccine passports will be leveraged to roll out a long planned digital

identi;cation system combined with digital currencies; it will allow for complete control of

transactions based on compliance and behavior.

If the bird 9u becomes highly transmissible and lethal to humans, it will be an engineered

virus from U.S. or Chinese government-funded biolabs.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,292 ratings

ORDER NOW
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I’ve had free range backyard chickens for about four years now. Bird ?u season is just like ?u season for us. For birds, this usually gets

spread during migration season. I couldn’t understand why people were making such a big deal about this. Then again, I should have

known the mad scientist, Fauci, was behind manipulating this mild ?u into something deadly. Just this year, Tractor Supply started

tracking people buying chicks. They won’t sell them to you unless you register your info (name, address, etc). I’ll pray for the souls of

anyone that tries to come to my house to take or kill my birds.
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And not one word from a Biblical perspective from anyone. I guess that’s my role here. Fauci is a Jesuit, he’s just following

orders from Rome, and will never be punished for anything. Same with all of the other globalist puppets. We are in the Beginning

of Sorrows’ as mentioned in Matthew 24. Jesus speciRcally laid out the things that would be taking place during this time. Here

they are: 1.Wars and rumors of wars 2. Earthquakes in divers places 3.Pestilences 4. Famine Then the Tribulation will follow.
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they are: 1.Wars and rumors of wars 2. Earthquakes in divers places 3.Pestilences 4. Famine Then the Tribulation will follow.

You can prepare all you want for the coming chaos, but if you don’t know Jesus, you’re doomed! The beast system will keep

causing all of this chaos until they beat humanity into submission. The vaccine passports mentioned in this article in order to

buy/sell, are called something else in the Bible.

“The Mark of the Beast” - The word beast just means Empire, or NWO if you prefer. Same thing. This Mark will permanently

doom everyone who takes it, and it’s just about to be released onto humanity. I believe that I have identiRed it already, and it’s

being called a quantum dot tattoo. (Quantum dots = nanotechnology) Funded by Bill Gates, created at MIT, and has since been

moved to Rice University (leader in nanotechnology) - to be rolled out whenever they’re ready for it. You’ve been forewarnedI

challenge anyone to prove me wrong on anything I’ve said. I could provide much more detail on everything I’ve mentioned here if

necessary.
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Ray; I found your post to be most interesting. Before I turned on my computer this morning, I read that exact passage! I open my

Bible to a random page each morning. Coincidence?
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Hey, Randy. I think the Lord probably wants you to realize what time we are in. Too many people claim to be Christians, but they

aren’t Bible believers. Ohh, they think that they are, but most never even get past the Rrst chapter of the Bible before abandoning

God’s account of creation, for NASA’s version. I’m guilty of this myself, or at least I used to be. I’m Rguring out that anything that

contradicts God’s Word cannot be trusted, as it alone is Truth. I’m seeing many attacks on the Bible recently, and many more

people who claim to be Christian, yet are teaching people that God’s Word can’t be trusted.

It reminds me of more Scripture: Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, except there come a falling

away Rrst, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God,

or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself that he is God. 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4 This

is a very important chapter to read, as it’s talking about the days we live in.

Most of the church is looking for a 3rd temple, but I believe what’s being referenced above is our bodies. Here’s why: What?

know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own? 1

Corinthians 6:19 Those jabby jabs are deRling peoples bodies/temples. Just the fact that they have Luciferase in them is

enough to deRle. No Satanist would ever inject JesusJuice into his body, but people are silent on this one aspect, proving to me

that they have no discernment.
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Good for you.
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Pony55, you can pray for them. I will not.
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Here is the concordant literal translation: "Then shall they be giving you up to aqiction and they shall be killing you and you

shall be hated by all of the Nations because of My name. And then many shall be snared and they should be giving one another

up and hating one another". "Yet he who endures to the consummation, he shall be saved".
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To Ray - the Biblical perspective is really the only one that has any merit.
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Raythe4th Jesus said something about it is better to lose one's eye or hand than to see the whole body thrown into hell. This

suggests that you CAN repent of the Mark of the Beast, but the price will be enormous. And worth paying, even so. Some people

were seized and force-injected with the COVID shots in California, and undoubtedly elsewhere. It is clear that a lot of force will

be used for The Mark also. So there will be a way to escape--but only if you realize the importance of it, for the price will be high

indeed. We will see.
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There is no bird ?u. It's the terrain. I've kept a sizable folk of chickens on and off for many of my 68 years and never lost one to

any type of ?u. Birds get sick and die from the same things we do; toxins, emf's, fear, stress, poor diet, lack of exercise, inability

to express themselves as chickens (by living in a natural ?ock and being able to forage and scratch) and so on.
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As a farmer I've been following this topic closely for decades. One way to keep big brother off your property and out of your farming

life is to sever all relationships with ALL agricultural organization. In other words, don't register any of your goats, cattle, sheep, pigs,

chickens and so on. And don't sell your animals at livestock auctions or buy them there. All of those animals are recorded and tracked.

 Don't let your kids join 4H. Doing any of these things puts you on the record and they will come for your animals once they have

declared a phony disease outbreak. secularheretic.substack.com/p/the-musktwitter-story-no-one-is-talking?..  (pertinent to this is the

second half of article)
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Thank you for an important message one that can be applied to most of the institutions captured by Monopoly Transnational

Corporations.
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My new motto: It's no longer time to wake up the sheep. It's time to wake up the lions.
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Great motto. If you awaken the sheep, you still have sheep.
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Amen!!!!
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While it's nice to grow your own food you're forgetting that we who live west of the Rockies are undergoing an extremely serious

drought. Plants do not grow without adequate water... "They" are already "in control" of our water supply via the large scale and highly

visible geoengineering going on in our skies, spraying toxic nanoparticulate metals like barium to suck up our eastern PaciRc moisture

and dump it over the eastern states to fool stupid Americans into believing that the planet is somehow actually COOLING-- never mind

record heat in places like Australia, India, Western Europe and Siberia. This IS weather warfare on US! Get a clue, idiots!
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In BC, the skies were full of trails yesterday. Now, the rain is dumping on us...so typical! The "Elephant in the Sky" is invisible to

most!
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Randy, you are to be grateful for the acid rain rather than no rain at all. That is how they view it.
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As I type the 4th pass of a chem trail is happening in N. California coastal mountains. Soon the somewhat blue sky will be hazy

white. Thanks to the government for killing us slowly. They must get pleasure in watching their "subjects" suffer and die.
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den8612, do you know that the word "idiots" is no longer used to classify a person with an IQ under 25 and a mental age of less

than 3 years? Maybe "stupid" would be a better word. It is thought to show a lack of intelligence, perception, or common sense. I

do not think of myself as an idiot or stupid and I am sure the majority of Mercolian commenters feel the same.
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den 8612 There is indeed weather modiRcation going on. You know about that. Here are some solutions to Rnd out about:

Judith Schwartz books "Cows Save the Planet" and "Water in Plain Sight" Gabe Brown's "Dirt to Soil" Sepp Holzer's books on

Permaculture, and many others on Permaculture www.originalsonicbloom.com
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As James Lyons-Weiler PhD has speculated: Fauci neglected to register as a foreign agent with his government when he and his allies

engaged in circumventing the 2014 moratorium on gain of function research. See info on Foreign Agent Registration Act of 1938:

www.justice.gov/nsd-fara  . Also Weiler's website: https://jamesLyonsWeiler.com/
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Can Fauci be arrested and prosecuted for failing to register as a foreign agent? Let's get some lawyers on this already.

Incorrigible beyond any ability to re?ect on all his many massive and present crimes and be reformed, the mad doctor needs to

be locked Rrmly behind bars and never let out. He's already proven himself far beyond being merely capable of doing very

serious harm to humanity.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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den86, google US Sen. Ron Johnson's efforts to eliminate Fauci's position at NIAID. Failing to register as a foreign agent is one

tac lawyers could apply on the issue. I haven't' researched it
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci is part of the corrupt Deep State, so he is protected. Senate hearings are only for show. Big media is complicit in the

cover-up. Fauci is already 81 years, but recently Fauci said: He’s Only Gone If Trump Becomes President Again.

bigleaguepolitics.com/fauci-says-hes-gone-if-trump-becomes-president-a..   * * * While Her Own Agents Protect Anthony Fauci,

Inspector General Grimm Appears Frightened of Investigating the National Institutes of Health . Last March, Senator Joni Ernst

(R-Iowa) sent Ms. Grimm a letter demanding that she look into compliance with federal regulations by EcoHealth Alliance, a

nonproRt that Fauci’s NIH institute has provided with $15 million in grant money and that collaborates on research with the

Wuhan Institute of Virology. A month later, Republicans on House Energy and Commerce sent Ms. Grimm another letter about

EcoHealth Alliance, this time pointing to grant fraud.

disinformationchronicle.substack.com/p/while-her-own-agents-protect-an..
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Pete Smith,... As usual, your knowledge and opinion are spot-on. If only more resident-Americans know what you know!
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't matter. Conveniently, the FARA site states, "Due to health concerns regarding COVID-19, the FARA Public Ogce will be

closed until further notice. Should you need access to information that is unavailable online, please contact the FARA Unit at

fara.public@usdoj.gov for assistance." And anyway, Fraudci would probably just get a slap on the wrist. Here are FARA criminal

penalties: Any person who willfully violates any provision of FARA or any regulation thereunder, or in any registration statement

or supplement thereto or in any other document Rled with or furnished to the Attorney General under the provisions of FARA

willfully makes a false statement of a material fact or willfully omits any material fact required to be stated therein or willfully
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omits a material fact or a copy of a material document necessary to make the statements therein and the copies of documents

furnished therewith not misleading, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a Rne of not more than $250,000 or by

imprisonment for not more than Rve (5) years.

See 22 U.S.C. 618(a); 18 U.S.C. 3571. III. RESTRICTIONS ON PUBLIC OFFICIALS: A public ogcial of the United States in the

executive, legislative, or judicial branch of the Government OR in any agency of the United States, including the District of

Columbia, who is or acts as an agent of a foreign principal required to register under the FARA or a lobbyist required to register

under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 in connection with the representation of a foreign entity, as deRned in Section 3(6) of

that Act, shall be Rned not more than $250,000 or imprisoned for not more than two years, or both. See 18 U.S.C. 219; 18 U.S.C.

3571. Big whoop.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Entire 2-year plandemic has been illegal, starting back in 2009-2010 or thereabouts: numerous points in the US constitution and

standing laws have been broken with abandon. What makes anyone think this tyranny will not continue? Or on the other hand,

what could possibly swing the pendulum back, away from tyranny imposed by rogue NGOs, corporations and agency ogcials?

Many still cannot see the ruse, their vision swayed, deluded by constant tv and mainstream media inputs. We have had news

reporters giving govt propaganda instead of questioning the executive branch. That's not even close to reputable 5th estate

reporting, the point of reporting is to keep govt in check but has been seriously skewed. It keeps rolling along without much

complaint.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did anyone seriously believe that the Covid panic, or something like it, would be allowed to run its course and die? Probably no one

who reads this site thought that, and I'd like to think that sane, rational people around the world knew better than to think that it would

ever be over. But this is not about our ability to see the patently obvious or about the craven nature of politicians and bureaucrats

ready to use any event as a means of seizing more power. It's about the others in society who make these power grabs possible, the

people who insist on kneeling before "the experts" even though those folks have been wrong repeatedly over the past couple of years.

That mentality is far more menacing than the whims of the elected and appointed. A cowering public with an irrational need to be

protected by others who have no real stake in the outcome is a dangerous force. That is the group that starts ratting out friends and

neighbors who do not parrot the ogcial talking points or who do not comply with whatever rules are handed down.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes waragle, people are about to Rnd out that their worst enemies can be friends and neighbors. Everyone needs to see the

Twilight Zone episode The Monsters on Maple Street. Nothing skews rational thinking more than fear and paranoia. It is

apparent to me that the Twilight Zone series was not only made for entertainment purposes.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just as it was in Germany. Hitle knew how to control the minds of the people, fear, weakness.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems US sanity is hanging by a shoestring with a match set to light it.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is the loonies in our government that align with Gates, Soros, and Klaus Schwab that enable the assault on humanity. Our

current White House residents, CDC and DHS heads, should be in prison for treason, at the very least.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 2:53:46 AM
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only that. Every country that signed up for the WHO medical maRa global rule on May 28, 2022, will be forced to take the kill shot.

Because that is what it is. Withotu a doubt.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been following this. That makes two of us! At this point, there is nothing more important than the agendas of the WHO, WEF

and the UN! The global Dystopian Nightmare is right around the corner. I've lost track of the number of times I've tried to get that

across to people, lately!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Hercster and Randy, You mean like this one? - - - - - - - -JAMES ROGUSKI GIVES AN UPDATE ABOUT THE W.H.O. POWER

GRAB - www.bitchute.com/.../tkVU1tv1oj77  - - - - - - Also Stew Peters has been following this story: Global Pandemic Treaty -

Stew Peters - www.bitchute.com/.../T7L9cO6ja54Z  - you would think all eyes would be focused on this, the WHO is primarily

supported by the board of the Gates Foundation. Seems the upcoming mid-term US elections have US representatives glued to

their phones, raising levels of their re-election campaign chests.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like it's time to reassess. There is a pandemic. A pandemic of Crimes Against Humanity & Creation. How much more sick

research is there to create deadly dis-ease, fear, & worse things that never would have existed if not for Parasitic Predator$, WEF,

Gates/Fauci and those like them. We need a cure and fast. Local, local, local! Each & every effort we make broadens our Foundation on

the Road to Sanity. Use & save cash & coin to use amongst ourselves. Once upon a time products were used, reused and/or

repurposed, time to search out anything like that to use now, and to promote new products to do so. Most important, share such

information with those willing to listen.

Form Co-ops or create new structures to teach new people to relearn old ways and how to marry the best of the old with the best of

the new. It's way more than just gardens & food, the place where people's minds go Rrst, when good dry, warm or cool is needed

shelter comes Rrst along with the tools and means to create other necessities. When accumulating tools, go for the heirloom or

heritage high quality variety. Yes, they cost more, but last if not abused & are taken care of. Far better than the throw away consume,

consume, consume resources. It's being done here in quiet corners & getting positive support, we just need way more of it.

The push is to isolate, no groups, no information unless it comes from the ogcial talking points, so communication to achieve positive

results is high on the to do list. They just keep plowing along as if the cat wasn't already out of the bag - good, it just makes the

spotlight revealing their sickness burn brighter. P.S. How is it we are told if we get rid of the Predator$ destructive toxic factory farm &

processed food productions it will be the end for us? Yet Permaculture Healing without Stealing is promoted as the road to starvation?

Actually, it's not a complete lie, it's the Predator$ end, not ours.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Join togather to do the work needed. Everyone does what he/she is capable of. seniors can teach, sew, weave, feed animals,

whatever their health allows. we are in the end times, but need not give up. stand and defend.
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ChristieMarie
Joined On 5/8/2016 8:55:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They may be taking away the bread, but they're doubling down on the circuses.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since I've been hearing the H5N1 rhetoric for about a month now, it seems quite possible that this will be the next "pandemic". There

was already an mRNA shot ready to be distributed, in 2020! It could be a real threat; or it could be a pandemic of fear; like covid. I'm

not saying that people haven't been sick and dying; although, I know for a fact that it isn't from some virus called "covid-19". I can't

even begin to describe how useless and idiotic the so-called "measures" have been. It's all theatre - all of it!

I could think of at least ten points that prove this; although, if people are really that dense that they don't already understand what a

fraud covid is...I have no desire to waste any more of my time attempting to explain! "Pandemic Preparedness" for the rest of our lives!

We are in the End Game and humanity is losing. Those who took the 'shot', have already lost their humanity. --

www.seqirus.us/news/fda-approves-multi-dose-vial-presentation-for-aude..  -- BTW: any bets that this "vaccine" will be announced

just in time for the 2020 "?u season"?
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JudyCharl
Joined On 12/20/2020 9:05:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Which, of course Randyfast, just happens to also coincide with the Nov election cycle!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything is connected, Judy.
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

courage, Randyfast! People ARE waking up. The ones who already know are your survival group, but more and more people are

deciding no more shots, and various other things. And waking up is not a one-minute thing. It is a process; it takes time. Feed

them a little truth at a time, whatever they seem ready for. And pray, pray, pray. Ask the Lord to guide you as to how to handle

each person.
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cbartcast
Joined On 9/27/2014 5:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow Dr. Mercola, it will be interesting to see if the AP publishes your response, and the subsequent reaction to the truth bombs you

dropped !!! Thanks for everything you do here, you are so important to a lot of us - especially for the straight talk through Covid, much

appreciated ! Christine
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badger0
Joined On 8/14/2021 7:02:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEED to stop GOF research AND get rid of Fauci, NOW. This is getting out of hand. Regarding Bill Gates being part of the "technocratic

elite" = Bildaburg (sp) Group?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To submit to Divide & conquer contracts the mind & quality of life. To embrace Solidarity, Unite & Live Free expands the mind & quality

of life.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the self-appointed Elite controllers suddenly left the planet, the pandemics would mysteriously end.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! And these are people who think the population should be reduced... I suggest they lead by example.
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bird ?u doesn't have to become the next 'plandemic'---they are destroying mega ?ocks of chickens because maybe one chicken 'might'

have bird ?u---well, guess what? THAT destroys part of our FOOD SYSTEM!!! Maybe there is an unseen (by many, but seen by some)

plan to 'starve us to death?'
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Accurately may be called bio terrorists. They will get caught and the public will catch on...eventually. Denial takes time to break.

Unfortunately, there may be a lot of suffering before the blinders come off. The more the suffering, the greater the likelihood of the

blinders falling to ground. Sooner or later, the boy will have cried wolf , and the concocted lab bugs will be big news. People will catch

on. The games can't go on forever...and ever...and ever....reality will dawn. My two cents.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been talking to the public (campaigning for good public servants to replace bad ones) and Rnding it astonishing how many

believe we are the terrorists for not following authorities and "The Science" and man is a blight and virus on Gaia, so they

probably are Rne with bio terrorists as heroes to them. If you can't outvote them, then prepare to outlive them because they vote

for their own demise.  RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com                      be prepared, be very prepared
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Will people wake up in time? This is one more reason to have established perennials planted, such as apple trees. Also, to be in

the habit of wild-harvesting traditional native foods. You can always use the excuse that you are protecting native species.

(environmentalism) I have discovered that many bureaucrats are too dumb to even recognize food species. Consider guerilla

gardening to introduce more plants to go wild. I need to plant more garlic to go wild as I love garlic scapes as an early spring

vegetable. Depending on your climate and land, you may wish to plant Jerusalem Artichokes, rhubarb along fence lines and

watercress. There is no sound if you are an archery hunter.

If you have a good freezer, you can freeze a turkey for Thanksgiving. You should have some shelf-stable forms of poultry

(chicken or wild birds) and also some frozen. It is nice to have variety form venison and rabbit. Fish, too. There is another

dangerous movement. Trying to declare outdoor cats an environmental threat. The Catholic Church tried to eliminate cats and

the result was the Bubonic plague. Some cities have introduced cats for rodent control. One more reason to live at the need of a

long country road. Protect your seed from cross-pollination. You want to live where the mountains are high and the emperor far

away. lower taxes don't hurt either.

But you will need to be very self-reliant and not need to shop in cities. Sure, there are a few things I would like to buy, but they

are not necessities. I went to town today and did not Rnd any fresh food. However, I bought quite a few items with huge

discounts to add to my pantry. I was only able to spend a total of $5 on food because there was absolutely nothing else avail

that I had any use for. Make sure you have everything for your garden. Bartering and recycling will keep our costs to around

$100 and feed us (and friends) for a year or more. Good point about needing more decentralization and local control.

-continued-
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-continued- I have plenty of work already this year and it is getting late in the season. However, I am observing many nursery

shortages. Also, feeling like I have no special skills since I do not dress up and go to work a 9-5 job every day. Just occurred to

me that starter plants, vines and fruit trees are selling for exorbitant amounts. I have top quality stock that can be propagated.

They will continue to be in high demand because people do not plan ahead and anticipate ongoing shortages. Next spring, I will

start many of the kinds of plantings that are in demand.

I am sure I can sell them in 2024. Over time, maybe expand it into a proRtable side gig. Gardeners are frustrated by shortages,

willing to drive further and pay more. Figure out what the necessities are for your household in terms of food products,

toiletries, medicines, soaps, clothing, schooling, energy, security, ... Come up with a plan to be as self-reliant in these things as

possible. Evaluate your priorities and understand what must be done Rrst, what can be postponed and what can be done over

the winter.
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RonaldH, it is very good of you to try to get good people in to public ogce .thankyou for that and for weighing in. What you are

describing is denial, and the result of brain washing (we all know that). Some people may never wake up, but others will. They

will suffer from the goings on, and/or their loved ones will. And when that happens, many of them (not all) will wake up. I have

seen suffering (alas!) wake people up from their denial, many times. It is really true. This is why I feel hopeful.

God bless. ~~~Almond, you are wonderful as always. thank you!! Hopefully things won't be as serious as all that, yet it never

hurts to be independent and empowered. Food empowered in particular. No, I don't trust this government...not one bit. And we

shouldn't. Given all that has happened, almost anything can happen. So it is wise to be prepared. God bless, once again! And

there really is a God out there. It is people who do harm, not God. The Being of the Universe is benign and loving, and always

with us, closer than our very own breath, living in and working through our spirit.

Pray. Trust your guardian angel. Ask for help, refuse to be a victim. I have heard of true stories of concentration camp victims

Rnding their way out when refusing to be a victim"“Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to draw back, always

ineffectiveness. Concerning all acts of initiative and creation, there is one elementary truth the ignorance of which kills

countless ideas and splendid plans: that the moment one deRnitely commits oneself, then providence moves too.

All sorts of things occur to help one that would never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events issues from the

decision, raising in one’s favour all manner of unforeseen incidents, meetings and material assistance which no man could have

dreamed would have come his way. Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, power and magic in

it. Begin it now.” Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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If people were going to "catch on", they would have done so, long ago. Do you really believe that the brain dead Lemmings,

driving in their car or walking in nature with the 'mask of obedience' blocking their oxygen intake, are going to "catch on"? There

will be even less chance of that, as soon as the next "threat" is released.
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Unless they kill too many of us Rrst! What good is it to have open eyes when you’re starving? I’m absolutely not saying give up,

I’m saying push back now while we have the strength and the numbers to do so!
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PeepsUnited
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Time to stop playing victim and take pro-active role against those who are killing and cruel to humans, animals, oceans, air and Earth!.
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ScanKat
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Until we stop think and use our common sense about viral contagion we will never get off this Merry go Round. These viral lies need to

be pulled by the roots. Its the toxins making us sick.
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JohnHasse
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Why have Gates, Fauci and all their confederates been found guilty of crimes against humanity, and dealt with appropriately?????
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Maybe you should have a look into the etymology of the word humanity.
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el-graf
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Missing the word "not" after 'confederates'. Understood.
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Bird ?u may be the next weaponized pandemic - BUT... Currently the UK is seeing "Monkey pox" and it appears to only affect the

sexually promiscuous "Covid Vaccinated" persons. The mortality rate is 10% or one in ten
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There us a youtube video of a farmer with rare fowl and other fowl. He said he did tge right thing to call the authorities about his ?ock

dying. During his recording he asked the authorities about the birds that had the ?u and recovered. The authorities informed him that

all the birds on his property would be euthanized regardless of their current status. It was very sad to watch. I keep saying to my

husband this makes no sense. Do the birds recover? Or atleast some of them? While watching this my question was answered. So why

are the killing these other birds. Now this guy had been around his ?ock not sick at all but the authorities were fully garb in protective

gear. I thought this was weird that we go through this major hoax pandemic to all of a sudden a major bird ?u. This whole thing

reminds me of Sheild and Hydra....
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With a possibility of a food shortage, I believe people will start stockpiling canned food. Seems normal. One problem is the number of

preservatives in canned food eaten daily can be harmful to gut ?ora, and make food poorly digestible, hence slow starvation while

feeling full.  Before people starve, they will steal and/or go out and kill the king's deer in the woods or at the zoo or wherever possible,

in or out of season. This will be just the beginning, so the government best not start vaccines for passes. Solent Green will just be a

Hollywood Rction compared to real life. One only has to look at Europe after WW2. When this so called covid pandemic started

employees at Walmart were scare to stock the shelves with toilet paper because customers would knock them out of the way with

their carts just to get to the toilet paper of all things. Compare that with being hungry and wanting food. Scary!
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It seems I read somewhere that Gain of function research was funded by Bill Gates to the tune of 25 billion dollars and justiRed as

“necessary” for the development of vaccines. Bill Gates proRts are 200 billion. He was getting a bad name, (wonder why), so he spent

19 billion, a few years back, to make him look like a good guy philanthropist. President Biden Rgures he would try this by giving people

money and extra for people with children. Now they are taking it all back and then some.
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With the ultimate goal being to starve us.
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Even more so. It's not over.
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Looking at today's headlines, looks like monkey pox.
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I've read Dr. M for 25+ years. I appreciate the thoughtful comments. I'm at a loss as to what the average law abiding, non sheep person

can do???????
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They are going to wait until after the mid-term elections to declare this a pandemic for obvious reasons.
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SO not only will this 'bird ?u'/'swine ?u' hybrid from Gates & Co be in?icted upon all of US but it will be perfectly timed with all of the

current WHO (NWO) agendas being pushed to end all National Sovereignty in order to more fully implement the 'great reset' -- and

won't that be just so, so special
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The ironic thing is going to be that the more Scamdemics they dream up, the less inclined people are going to even pay attention to it.

Like the boy who cried wolf. And another fast tracked vaccine lol!!!  I mean PLEASE! What a joke.  I think people will def take to the

streets. Covidiots will even raise an eyebrow.
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Anyone looking at prevention protocols yet, do you suppose? Probably impossible at this point, but let’s hope the same (wonderful)

group of researchers, doctors, etc, are thinking about prevention. Sure would be great if our current corona protocols would work on

H5N1! Anything we can do to prepare would be helpful
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I was thinking the same thing, I know it's tough with these bioweapons, but thinking of keeping covid protocols in place with

Rngers crossed...
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What about Monkey Pox- related to Smallpox? Several cases in London UK and last year I believe US spent $30 million on Smallpox

vaccines
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Anything that we can control for ourselves to keep ourselves healthy becomes an enemy to big Pharma, mad cow disease and bird ?u

is all just a bunch of crap!!! I was forced to eat mainly meat eight years ago because of digestive issues and I haven’t been sick in eight
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is all just a bunch of crap!!! I was forced to eat mainly meat eight years ago because of digestive issues and I haven’t been sick in eight

years and this is after 33 years of getting sick all the time!!! If we stop treating our bodies like a petri dish aka no carbs then the

microbes have anything to eat then they can create no disease it’s almost too simple
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pam9582
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Atomic and nuclear warfare is not really an option because the globalists know they could be killed along with the rest of us. Doesn't

the same logic apply to unleashing deadly pathogens that could kill them or their food supply? I think these will always be hoaxes. The

way they use "bioweapons" safely for themselves is to inject us but not them. Maybe those injections don't contain contagious

pathogens at all, just poison.
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In the article, it is stated: "Kawaoka has also played around with mixtures of H5N1 and the 2009 H1N1 (swine ?u) virus, creating an

airborne hybrid capable of completely evading the human immune system, effectively rendering humans defenseless against it." All

vaccines ultimately depend on the human immune system, since they function by stimulating an immune response. If this virus can

indeed completely evade the human immune system, it follows that no vaccine can ever be developed against it, meaning that no one

is safe. Given this, it is hard to see what the incentive would be for releasing such a pathogen, since even those who did so could not

protect themselves.

On a more general note, it seems that if we already know how such pathogens work, one of the best things that the alternative medical

professional community could be doing RIGHT NOW is investigating possible therapeutic treatments, including off-label use of

substances known to be safe and inexpensive (similar to treating COVID using things like IVM and HCQ). BTW, Fauci is 81 years old,

and no one lives forever. One of these days, nature will take its due course.
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IMO This is an excuse to kill off birds (food shortages) and cover for the ADE that’s coming. 2 birds one shot. No virus!
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llooks like they want to starve us out. i don't believe these birds are sick lies and more lies
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I will not comply!
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Okay, so what can we even do about this? If anything? Are we all supposed to listen to Gates and his minions and wait around to see

what happens. Why isn't anything being done about this gain of function? These people should be in jail ....
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How about a public Rring squad?
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Dr. Mercola offered no antidotes or treatments to counter the coming virus. Not blaming him, but we need hardening immunity.  Early

on in 2020, I found Dr. Zev Zelenko had treated his patients with HCQ, Zinc, and Azithromycin against SARS-COV-2 and its progression

to Covid-19.  We need Dr. Mercola to do similarly for the coming weaponized bid ?u.
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Wow...every day/week/month/year/decade that rolls by in my journey of time/space increases the warm feeling that life is so precious,

and humanity Rnds the ways to sustain and thrive intuitively on its own. We are tested in many ways of every moment of every waking

day. And respond to it. But then we are exponentially bombarded from every angle possible by the unimaginable wealth of a very crazy

faction of people out to destroy the minds and bodies that reminds us that evil does exist. The New Frontier warrants each of us must

increase our personal awareness. Teach the children well. Turn off the Tell-lie-vision! Seek a greater source of info. Expect and

imagine what that world can do.
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They need to quit playing Frankenstein and stop screwing around with nature. This is wrong and illegal. The people doing this should

be severely punished
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Global WHO Treaty is real and will control you, www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks juststeve for the link. Everyone on this planet should watch this and know about the WHO (World Health Organization)

plans to take away countries sovereign status and individual's sovereignty. I am going to post your link again here and in other

comments. www.youtube.com/watch
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What the bleep is wrong with Gates and Fauci? Why aren’t they labeled as terrorists? They’re more than terrifying.
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Ever heard of the Lake of Fire? That's where they will most probably end up.
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So how do we protect ourselves?
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Here we go again?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

ZERO accountability rules the day still. All the same players on orchestrating all of this are still in place. What rational mind really

believes any of this ends when the crime is allowed to continue unabated. It's now May 18, 2022 over 29 months in and these mongers

have not a drop of sweat on their brow. In fact, Fauci was asking congress just yday for more of "our" money to fund next level new and

improved injections. Remember it was just 15 days to ?atten the curve
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Brodiebrock - your spot on
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If this kind of very deadly ?u goes around and there's a need to occasionally leave the farm and go into town, what kind of

mask/protection will really work? I Rgure there must be some kind of like gas mask but I would like to hear from someone who really

knows.
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Kawaoaki is the "genius" who cracked the code of inserting any pathogen sequence into a common virus to create the bioweapon

(Chimera) called spike 19 protein sequence (sars cov2 (in?uenza) HIV TB). Proudly publishing journal virology Sept 2011-Insertion of

HIV protein in late stage in?uenza for viral replication. You will need to Rnd a hard copy to Rnd evidence, as the online resource

magically disappeared. The big 4 agents are Obama, Biden, Rice and Fauci! Onced Kawaoka cracked the code , the genie of

bioweapons was let outb of bottle. Check out what is Flugen!
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thanks, onekindr! Found this: Insertion of HIV protein in late stage in?uenza for viral replication,

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC3165756  FluGen: http://?ugen.com/m2sr/
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There is no bird ?u that could be transmited and with that zoonosis is complete cr.... They blame always and everything onto innocent

animals and all other that can't Rght back, like dead people. Would have at least two in mind. Birds have different tissue so how shall it

work and not to forget Bechamp. What shall all that BS. Why not tell people what a virus really is? It's like someone who wrote about

20 years ago who said that it's because one bear comes out of hibernation all others as well: "I could prove to you that bears are

contagious because they all seem to come out of hibernation at the same time."
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back on shelves in England. Peta and animal welfare groups will be vocal on our behalf.

www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/free-range-eggs-uk-avi..
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Good that we don't buy eggs from shelfs, but the farmers. All BS to fearmonger people. Actually those 'human' that are behind

all that are really clever.
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This is the coronavirus on steroids. The same Rends and schemers, the same secret Obama-Biden bioweapons labs in

Soros-controlled Ukraine, the same gene-altering mind-controlling nanotechnology jabs (only more and more powerful and imposed

with more force), the same police state and lockdowns, only this time they think they can kill most of us and turn the rest into

transhuman cyborgs and incarcerated slaves.
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It's easy to understand why Ukrainian puppets wanted so much these deadly bio-weapon-labs. Ukraine, the dirty american puppet, was

always nazi-oriented nazi-friendly well before WWII. Ukrainian nationalists had close ties with Hitler, undercover of course. And today

Ukraine is the most Neo-nazi state. Is it a new Nazi Germany of the 21st century ? They would like to be so, but luckily to the stupid

world saturated with Anti-Russia lies and propaganda, President Putin is A Grandmaster Chess Player. Putin is thinking not one step

ahead of criminal Washington empire, but all nine yards ahead. So not to worry, Russia will take care of these labs and what's behind

them.
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Ukraine is the most corrupt country in the world.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 1:03:47 PM
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Itsjustclimate
Joined On 5/18/2022 2:03:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow , we could all become vegetarians . Then what's next , vaccine's for plant viruses . What about our pets passing on engineered

viruses .That would most bases I guess . Better to stop this at is source now or get ahead of it somehow. It's hard to stay positive

though.
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oldbiker562
Joined On 6/14/2021 12:17:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never before in the history of Canada has such concentrated power rested in the hands of a small number of unelected government

ogcials to make laws for millions without any democratic accountability. Never before have Parliament and the provincial Legislatures

been so incapacitated and ineffective, failing to scrutinize, consider, debate or amend the unilateral laws imposed on citizens by

unelected health ogcials.
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glennlawngirl
Joined On 12/13/2021 6:32:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ditto for America.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

oldbiker if you think things are bad today you have not seen what's on the horizon. www.youtube.com/watch
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Norisnita
Joined On 7/26/2016 2:29:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm living in Canada...and I must always search information, true information outside de our country. Never Media tell us about

the risk of vaccines..we never know why really people are dying , never I can comment on journals on line news what I learned

about this pandemic situation because my comments are blocked. Now, at least In Ontario, people are living in freedom like a

ogcial Rnished pandemic situation but I cannot traveling on Bus or train from Toronto to Ottawa for example , one hour, if I not

get all vaccines. I'm very frustrated! Now we have on June 2 election in Ontario I don't know what is good for us, Ontario's. Here

in Ontario, nobody knows(apparently) who is Bill Gates, George Soros, and all the story of the New World Order, that is why we

have a small number of unelected government ogcials to make laws for us without our democratic intervention.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to Retsbew for this link. This Canadian group has created their own constitution & law. It is a real court with real charges

and real consequences. This is the "end game". 11 million Canadians have had enough and are willing to take a stand.

Canadians will lose everything if nothing is done by this September.

rumble.com/v14mjyx-marcus-ray-and-his-forces-stand-to-free-canada.html
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capri6
Joined On 7/20/2011 6:14:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Ice Age Farmer, digital food rationing rolls out in Iran. "Iran is set to be the Rrst country to roll out a food rationing scheme

based on new biometric IDs. Where vaccine passports failed, food passports will now be eagerly accepted by hungry people who can’t

afford rapidly in?ating food prices. This is the realization of a longstanding agenda by the Rockefeller/UN/WEF crowd to, as Kissinger

put it, “control food, and control people.” https://www.iceagefarmer.com  ***If you haven't already signed the petition to stop the IHR

amendments the WHO wants to put through next week, which will give them more power over us, please do so as soon as possible

and pass it along to as many people as possible.*** drtrozzi.org/2022/05/13/stop-the-ihr-now-powerful-action-made-easy/
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In case you missed it Global WHO Treaty is real and will control you; www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's a new promotional video for the upcoming WEF meeting in Davos:

Rnance.yahoo.com/video/expect-2022-davos-world-economic-170007515.htm..  - this appears " full-steam ahead" with

whatever planning they intend.
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smi7896
Joined On 10/5/2017 2:10:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Christ, man...run for president!!!
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Esther M. Cook
Joined On 5/11/2007 2:27:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

smi7896 "President" is not the only elected ogce there is. Part of what has gone haywire is all the press screaming about one

ogce. We need to focus on LOCAL, where your vote might actually count, and inspecting local elections, so your local vote is

counted accurately. Find out whether your local sheriff will protect your constitutional rights, and support him if he does. Join

CSPOA--Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Ogcers Association.
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girly123
Joined On 11/6/2011 9:48:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Canadian government just doesnt hide their shenanigans too much as they have the numbers o their side of masses who

believe anything
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Canadian government, doctors, hospitals, nurses, pharmacist, media, sheriffs, police, and many others are in for a surprise

as a Canadian group bring real charges and real consequences for all involved in this pandemic hoax.

rumble.com/v14mjyx-marcus-ray-and-his-forces-stand-to-free-canada.html
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Oz is a Big Pharma vax investor and market maker. I'm sure he likes what could be coming down the pike. He made millions off his

bird ?u promotion. And the worst Dr. I ever listened to.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love the way you think Almond! The person I am most grateful to for the prep ways I have now goes to the woman who raised me.

Born in 1910, she went through WWI and WWII, depression, etc. I am frugal to a fault, garden, raise my own chickens, tend bees, sew,

crochet, mend, I do all that I can. She taught me the values of hard work and independence and loving God. Also she was NOT a

feminist!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS is the DEVIL, Beelzebub stalking the Earth - destroying anything it touches or in its path. Falsi, Gatez etc are willing accomplices.

 HOWEVER this is the Lords domain, and this evil has no dominion over it.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What do the criminals intend to do with the digital world? They will be pooched it seems, in a social credit system. One would think

they would be more proactive in this situation. Given that it surely brings the end to their delusions of grandeur and their shiny objects.

The criminal globalists on the other hand, have been rather busy. They will keep injecting us with graphene oxide until they Rgure out

how to integrate it effectively in the human body for digital communications of real time and biological information. They could never

have duped a better bunch of test subjects.

Billions. Graphene oxide tends to clot people up and mess with the immune system, kind of like "gain of function covid" does. Funny

that. A disease tailor made to disgise the important graphene oxide experiment perhaps? Now I speculate something. The Great Reset

will never work without transhumanism, bio-electrical, and 5G... the graphene oxide is the self assembling injectable transmitter of the

future. odysee.com/@drsambailey:c/nz-scientist-examines-pRzer-jab-under-the-m..
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Even though graphene oxide is made with the same atoms as our organs, tissues and cells, its bi-dimensional nature causes

unique interactions with blood proteins and biological membranes and can lead to severe effects like thrombogenicity and

immune cell activation. " pubs.rsc.org/.../c8nh00318a
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of Court rulings: FLORIDA COURT SETS ATHEIST HOLY DAY In Florida , an atheist created a case against the upcoming

Easter and Passover Holy days. He hired an attorney to bring a discrimination case against Christians and Jews and observances of

their holy days... The argument was that it was unfair that atheists had no such recognized days. The case was brought before a

judge. After listening to the passionate presentation by the lawyer, the judge banged his gavel declaring, "Case dismissed!" The lawyer

immediately stood objecting to the ruling saying, "Your honor, How can you possibly dismiss this case? The Christians have Christmas,

Easter and others.

The Jews have Passover, Yom Kippur and Hanukkah, yet my client and all other atheists have no such holidays..". The judge leaned

forward in his chair saying, "But you do... Your client, counsel, is woefully ignorant." The lawyer said, "Your Honor, we are unaware of

any special observance or holiday for atheists." The judge said, "The calendar says April 1st is April Fools Day. Psalm 14:1 states, 'The

fool says in his heart, there is no God.' Thus, it is the opinion of this court, that, if your client says there is no God, then he is a fool.

Therefore, April 1st is his day. Court is adjourned."
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone noticed that Biden has announced that he plans to get those baby formula factories up and running again SOON!??? Well,

now, our Savior Biden is "MILKING" that situation for all it's worth!!!
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He obviously doesn’t care about his own kids, think he gives a dam about anyone elses? The same people he wants killed and

sterilized? What a joke.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FOURTH TURNING 2022  BAD MOON RISING  The Burning Platform  

www.theburningplatform.com/2022/01/10/fourth-turning-2022-bad-moon-ris..
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dobdylsmudge
Joined On 5/17/2022 1:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What will happen to our wild birds? Sterile skies apart from chemtrails??

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 5:25:23 AM
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visiwig
Joined On 3/8/2016 8:44:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Raythe4th You aren't being all that biblical.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 11:23:36 AM
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lucy.trotterme.com
Joined On 5/18/2022 6:07:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so depressed after reading your article about the bird ?u debacle that Gates and Co. want to unleash. At least with Covid we knew

what to do to protect our selves against it and strengthen our immune systems. Now you are saying there is no defense against

this??? Surely there must be something.
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Grampy
Joined On 10/5/2010 12:32:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is very disturbing, what do we do about it!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 8:51:06 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone speaks of people waking up in time. Roughly 30% are aware of the truth, 30% are hopelessly asleep and 40% are in denial.

Even if everyone "woke up" today, what would change? Awareness is only the Rrst step. After that, people must develop strong

courage. Only then will they be able to take the next step and ACT. Even the awake people are too afraid to take off their muzzle unless

enough of the other people do also. The elite are well aware of the division and cowardice.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 8:32:30 AM
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lisahealyourself
Joined On 11/28/2021 6:03:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thoughts on what to do to prepare for such an attack and how to avoid getting super sick without succumbing to their latest vaccines

that will roll out???

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 5:59:43 AM
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You likely will be forced to take it. That is what this is about...

www.who.int/news/item/01-12-2021-world-health-assembly-agrees-to-launc..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 6:28:22 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Hercster; that's another signiRcant article. It's the same as the so-called vaccines and other drugs "waiting for

approval". Of course they're going to be approved. They're ALWAYS approved! This is exactly why I keep posting "humanity only

has a couple of years left - at the most". -- " WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control, which has made a signiRcant and

rapid contribution to protecting people from tobacco since its entry into force in 2005.". These scum are nothing but liars and

deceivers...every word that comes out of their mouths! There are at least as many smokers as there were a couple of decades

ago!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 6:50:24 AM
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cbdavis
Joined On 11/13/2021 8:32:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate these people.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 10:53:18 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!!! YES!!!!!!!......Keep them Goy...!!~!~!~!!! PANICKED!!!!!........YES PUSH More Panic buttons..Keep 'em UNDER YOUR THUMB !!!!!

.....>>.  www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGRnokznTF0&ab_channel=TheRollingStones-To..  Keep Them Under Thumb.....like "Squirmy Dog"

.... Ha Ha Ha .... Panicked Masses don't Think..Panicked are irrational... Yes.Like MORE Big Lies!!!  ..Keep 'em Panicked !!!!~ and than

..>>>  www.youtube.com/watch?v=5wCUlPNlQuA&ab_channel=agustinvides     Never Give "Em a chance to THINK...NEVER let

up.....Keep Em Under Thumb.. People that THINK are TROUBLE to the New World Odour.....Critical Thinkers can easily destroy the elite

.....turn off that Damned TV!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and I keep My Birds healthy  ...my birds eat MEAT as in worms ....chickens love worms...and they get iodine and rice and

assorted vitimines&Minerals....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and After the YEARS of Panic over imaginary "bouncingBalls' the NWOdour will just FRY Ya with 5G...LOL......Yes...Something is

Burning and it AIN'T LOVE ...its your kids and YOU!!......

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/18/2022 7:45:24 AM
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PetroZoro
Joined On 5/18/2022 3:25:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Joseph Mercola! I have been following your publications for more than 3 years and am one of your many supporters and a

fellow thinker. But certain aspects of your article "Will a Weaponized Bird Flu Become the Next Pandemic? I was born and raised in

Ukraine. I graduated from the Biology Faculty of Kiev University. I have been working in the Reld of biological medicine for more than

30 years. I have never heard from my colleagues that the Pentagon is developing biological weapons in Ukraine. It has never been

discussed in the Ukrainian information space.

Many Ukrainian specialists left the country due to a lack of funding for their research. This fake was thrown into the information space

by Russia on the eve of the war. It was one of the contrived reasons to invade our country. There is not a single proof (at least I have

not met). So it is not clear to me at all why you repeat and multiply this fake. I have great respect for what you are doing and wish you

good health and patience! Respectfully, Petro Zorych
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you think the Pentagon is going to make public their actions? Do you think they would share their money? If this is occurring,

you would never Rnd out about it regardless of being in the same profession.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Petro, Here are links to some of the US DoD documents for the funded labs.

web.archive.org/web/20170130193016/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..  Click to access dtro-luhansk-eng.pdf

web.archive.org/web/20170221125752/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..  

web.archive.org/web/20210506053014/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..

 web.archive.org/web/20170221125752/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..  

web.archive.org/web/20170207122550/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..

 web.archive.org/web/20170208032526/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..

 web.archive.org/web/20170202040923/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..

 web.archive.org/web/20170207153023/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..  

web.archive.org/web/20170207153023/https://photos.state.gov/libraries/..  
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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And Ukraine is the most corrupt country in the world.
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Sugmud
Joined On 5/18/2022 1:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The covid 19 viruss is a lipid (fat) encased virus. Coconut oil destroys that lipid encasement. Is the bird ?ue virus a lipid encased

virus? If so coconut oil may be the answear to it!
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Brocephus
Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have believed this since early on , the pathogen has been genetically altered and then encased in a synthetic lipid

(polyethylene glycol?) and then spread by multiple means to include medical devices’ also manufactured by the original source.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you give us a break by writing at least a few light hearted or positive articles a day .....A person can only handle just so much bad

news ......maybe there is no good news ???????
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dividingcricker today we still have remnants of free speech. Today, in the U.S. we can travel shore to shore. Today we still have

remnants of our Constitution and Bill of Rights. So much for a few positive comments. Because after you watch this you will

know for sure there is no good news on the horizon. Jimmy Dore with WHO plans for all of us. www.youtube.com/watch  As

Scoop Niskers of KSAN San Francisco radio back in the 70s said, after giving the daily news, "If you don't like the news go out

and make some of your own".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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The good news is you can go outside and enjoy watching and listening to the birds. Before they kill them all.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Raythe4th- I have been using biblically based associations due to my knowledge of prophecy on this site from the beginning of this

Convid crap. I even decoded the drug name’s and association of Fauxi last week but only got one response. This is DeRnitely leading to

the “Mark” but all the secularists/ agnostics/atheists in this site keep spouting “how we all can stop this thing” including Dr. M. There

IS NO STOPPING THIS! God (Who is Jesus the Christ btw) is not a man who should lie. He said so it shall be.
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Jake..
Joined On 7/11/2020 8:53:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mmm, I disagree on this one doc. Around 2005-6 H5N1 clade 2.3 I think, had a mortality rate in Indonesia of 83%. Everyone [in the

business] was watching it. The Vietnamese variant had an IFR of 48-50%. It was/is a real killer, no doubt. It has digculty going P to P

but occasionally made it. Everyone wondered when, not if, it would make the jump and truly learn P to P. Now that is a scary thought. A

couple of years later some idiot Dutch virologists actually did conRgure a P to P variety and stated it was easy, just 2 changes as I

remember [that has to be the most idiotic action I've ever heard of].

These are serious viruses unrelenting and lethal, and I sincerely hope no one is tinkering with them at all. It is the ultimate apocalyptic

event for the current bearers of the title, civilized human, since if its IFR was even a quarter of the current level, civilization as we know

would simply stop. The idiots that run things might think they can control spread but anyone who's worked in this Reld knows full well

you can't. It only needs a 24 hour delay in being fully symptomatic for it to spread like wild Rre around the globe.

Anything that starts off 'H5' is damned dangerous, only the neuraminidase number is up for random selection. Preppers know that only

individual level family lockdowns, literally no bigger, can defeat such a beastie. But most people do not have the wit or forward

planning to be able to survive in a world without take away food and supermarkets, iPhones and cars. If this genie is ever let out of the

bottle, deliberately or accidentally, then the fourth horseman has arrived....
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds so gloomy. Try to remember though that "REV" in revelation means "revealed", or "renewed" -- Try to prepare, but not be

too apocalyptical. I just notice people walk around without a care in the world, not realizing that the shoe can drop at any

moment. I pray to God each day to help us, guide us and protect us. I live with a man who has no clue about any of it and doesn't

want to know. He has been immunized, and I refused. I have even refused physical contact with him after that. I only worry

about my grand children and what they will have to endure.  Being an individual leaves me feeling without any recourse at all.

 All of these horrible predictions gives me nightmares.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Viruses don't exist, at least not as undead RNA/DNA, so this is BS to scare gullible people. The real issues are: 1. Toxins, deliberately

spread to cause disease, in food, drink, and chem-trails. 2. BS designed to sabotage food supply, e.g. by "justifying" culls. 3. To scare

people into accept more toxic drugs, including the fake preventatives called "vaccines". Most disease (e.g. "?u") is probably detox

events, which probably affects all animals, and deaths only occur when the body can't cope with eliminating the toxins.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to calm down.  ANOTER pandemic really??  So soon after covid?  I don’t thnk so.  People are already fed up, even those

who happily went along w covid at Rrst.  Another pandemic this soon is just such an OBVIOUS joke.  So stupid.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, I'm surprised they are giving us this long of a break.
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RADIOTED1
Joined On 11/17/2008 9:40:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Raythe4th "but if you don’t know Jesus, you’re doomed" to be pleasantly surprised that Jesus died to save the fallen creation

including all sinful man and all spirit beings forever. "Look I am making all things new."
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, it is His will that none should perish but all will be saved. That is what the literal translation of scripture states. One can

choose to live with Him on the new Earth or spend correction time in the Lake of Fire and eventually be reconciled. Everyone He

creates has this choice
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karacolman
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Add as Friend  Send Message

With a multitude of non-believers,of The Creator of Eternity and Jesus Christ, Here on Earth,There will be millions to die,crying over

man-made disease.The group making manmade virus,will only kill themselves,trying to kill their{useless eaters]...THE HEAL-THY SELF,

with the GRACE of GOD,are promised eternal life,SO,why cry over the evil group,who only gets HELL...Promised---you get what you

give...And the moment you DIE ,your pennyless,pay attention now then it wont cost you later...Also: With Keifer set up for working in

water,with sugar,you have a fantastic food ,cheap too.And all you need is [water-sugar-keifer].......
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Join the World’s #1 Natural Health Newsletter for FREE!
Latest Trustworthy News from Dr. Mercola — delivered straight to your inbox! Enter your email address Subscribe Now!
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Mercola proudly supports these charities and organizations. View All ,

Disclaimer: The entire contents of this website are based upon the opinions of Dr. Mercola, unless otherwise noted. Individual articles are based upon the opinions of the respective

author, who retains copyright as marked. The information on this website is not intended to replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualiRed health care professional and is not

intended as medical advice. It is intended as a sharing of knowledge and information from the research and experience of Dr. Mercola and his community. Dr. Mercola encourages you to

make your own health care decisions based upon your research and in partnership with a qualiRed health care professional. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication, or have a

medical condition, consult your health care professional before using products based on this content.

If you want to use an article on your site please click here. This content may be copied in full, with copyright, contact, creation and information intact, without speciRc permission, when

used only in a not-for-proRt format. If any other use is desired, permission in writing from Dr. Mercola is required.
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